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My personal knowledge to the candidate for DSc dates from 2014, when his thesis

Diony,sapolir coinoge (4h centary RC - 3rd century AD)'was awarded with postgraduate

PhD degree in specialty Archeology - Ancient Numismatics.

Following the award, Mr. Yanislav Tachev continued his scholarly interests in studying

t the coinage of towns along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast. For the sake of clarity, I will quote

immediately a passage from the thesis preface: "On present day Bulgarian territory are

identified and localized the ruins of thirteen cities with own coinage during the Roman

imperial era. Out of these, according to today numismatics requirements, the coinage of only
six cities has been studied: Augusta Traiana, Nicopolis ad Mestum, Deultum, Messembria.

Dionysopolis, and Apollonia pontica.,,

Anchialos is now added to them, and Mr. Yanislav Tachev is the author of almost half
of the publications on its coinage within the last six years. This is the best way to illustrate the
DSc candidate ambition and his purposefulness and effectiveness.

The dissertation thesis is partof the series Corpuses of Autonomous Cities Coinage, on

which work both German and Bulgarian numismatists starting even before the Great War.
t 'fhe thesis has respectable volume of 757 pages, of which the text is 370 ancl the catalog is

387 pages. It is based on 3 112 coins found in different places in the country and abroad as

parts of hoards or as individual finds.

The thesis is the first complete study of Anchialos coinage and the author studies in
detail all known and accessible to this day coins: found in the country and abroad, kept in

, private and public collections, as well as offered in auctions. The result is a virtual collection
of 3 I 12 coins which the author studies to solve the problems associated with Anchialos
coinage.

The disseftation thesis content is as follows:

fntroduction. This is a brief overview of Anchialos coinage studies. which have one
malor drawback - lack of sufficient numismatic materialto study. This predetennines the need
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for the scholarly study on the collected more than 3 1 12 specimens. The introduction also sets

out the dissertation scholarly purpose.

The first chapter: Noles on the E*lory o/ U/pia ,4nchialos during lhe 2nd - mid-3rd

cenluries is a skillful combination of information from written sources with results of

archaeological excavations studies, numismatics and epigraphy, to describe the environment

in which the city coinage took place. Particularly important is the illustration on p.15, where

coins are documented as found in silu. The focused selection of such coinage has the

advantage of being connected to a specific city and finely measurable. This I mean is unlike,

for example, the coinage of Byzantium, which is a vast imperial territory, and it is impossible

to proceed with such analyzes.

The second chapter: Reverse lconographic Opes.The Anchialos coins included in the

study are classified according their typological features (by iconographic images), and not by

chronology (imperial families), as were traditionally studied so far. Which of the coins faces

is the main one is a problem faced by numismatists during all chronological periods and in

each case the solution taken is individual. In the Middle Ages, the hierarchy of the characters

presented was the guidingprinciple. On the obverse isthe image of Christ, and on the reverse

- his earthly representative - the Emperor. During the Roman imperial period such a strict

hierarchy did not exist. In his study, Tachev accepts iconography as leading, as it includes

images that are related to local history, architecture, beliefs and traditions. Thus the coins

classified into the following groups: imperial types; Greek-Roman deities, personifications,

and heroes and their attributes.

The iconographic images represented on the reverse dies of Anchialos coins studied in

the thesis are extremely varied and there are 130 types with some 149 variations and 26 sub-

variations.

The third chapter: Coins lnrcrtptions. The inscriptions, signatures, and symbols on

Anchialos coinage are examined in details. During the Roman era the official language in

Thrace is Greek. The inscriptions of the titles and the names of the emperors or members of
the imperial family, which areLatin, are therefore transcribed in Greek. The titles are written

abridged and in different combinations.

The fourth chapter: Melric Fealures and Denominalnns. [t reflects the monetary

system framework where the provincial city coinage took place. Out of the total 3 112

specimens metric data for 2 312 are listed; the remaining ones were poorly stored or have

missing fragments. According to their weight, they are grouped into five denominations. As in

other similar instances, the analysis is illustrated and presented in tables. There are differences



in the denominations weights, which according the author are due to the city prosperity during

the time when the coins were minted and to the differences in the weights within each

denomination itself. The latter, according to Tachev, is due to the coinage system al marco;

i.e. from a certain amount of metal, a certain number of coins were minted.

The denominations are listed with letters (C, D, E) but these appear relatively late on the

Anchialos coins - during the Severan dynasty.

The fifth chapter: Conneclions belween lhe (bins Dies and [rsues C/trono/ogu.

Although the dating of the coins is secured by presenting the Emperor and members of the

imperial family, such dating is in some cases too general and stretchy in time. More accurate

dating is possible through the names of the kgatusAugu.rti written on the coins. These were

the provincial governors of Thrace, whose mandates, thanks to narrative sources, epigraphy

monuments, and other artifacts, have been established. Such is the case with Anchialos coins

with the name of the legatus Ulius Crassipes, whose term is only one year: 138 - 139 AD, and

Gaius Julius Commodus, whose term is also one year: I 54-155 AD. Otherwise, these issues

would have been generally attributed to the reign of Antoninus Pius (138- 1 6l AD).

The chapter offers a very valuable analysis and a directly connects historical evidence

with the coinage internal dynamics; a relationship is established between Emperor, time of
issue, denomination, iconography, and combination of coin dies. The results are illustrated in

statistical tables (pp.285-287, tables 1-3), the conclusions being: the 3 112 specimens are

struck with 288 obverse dies,915 with reverse and 50 mutual. The larger number of reverse

dies testifies that this was the top matrix from which a punch was hit on the mint.

The sixth chapter: Counlernnrts. The countermarks are an important part of the

perfectly functioning Roman financial system and admit bronze coins of individual city

administrations to be applied in the coinage. The countermark coins found at present possess

important cognitive data. Through these can be traced the route of such artifacts, the history of
countermarked coins and other information of scholarly importance. 'l'heir amount in the

Anchialos coinage is very modest: 15 bronze coins with Anchialos city countermark,

consisting of three letters on foreign city coins; countermarks of Anchialos coins in other city
mints number only 4 specimens. It is an exaggeration to dedicate an entire chapter for such

modest amount of coins. Maybe they should have been included in the next chapter dealing

with Anchialos coins circulation. For comparison, I will point out that the book on

Dionysopolis deals with 190 countermarked coins and 23 which are re-struck.

The seventh chapter: Circ'u/alnn and Spread. This is the most understandable chapter

for me, as I constantly apply such approach, though for later periods in the Middle Ages. Mr.



Tachev has meticulously traced the localization of the coins, starting with Anchialos, the

place where they were struck and circulated, by separating findings from excavations and

accidental finds (i.e. of treasure hunters). The picture of excavation findings should be

authentic and benchmarking.

The conclusion is that the local coins satisfied the market.demand. Of course, coins

from other cities were also circulating but in rather modest proportions. Such foreign coins

were generally legalized by countermarking.

The thesis provides then an overview of Anchialos coins circulation on the present day

Bulgarian territory and abroad, where Mr. Tachev distinguishes collective findings from

occasionally found specimens. Both groups have their place as historical sources. Hoards are

gathered and hidden in a dramatic for the owner moment, generally when feeling threatened.

Hiding hoards at the same time testifies to some general danger that is most often associated

with invasions.

This information is illustrated by detailed tables and a map for Anchialos coins

circulation on present day Bulgarian territory.

The eight chapter: C'ounteryfetts. Whether the counterfeits deserve a special chapter is a

rhetorical question, but as their numbers are constantly growing, and there is also an increase

in the skills of counterfeiters to get closer to the original, it seem justified. Or as proudly a

counterfeiter stated once: "l make ten different degrees of authenticity, it depends on the

customer."

Mr. Tachev documents as many as twenty specimens. They are made in different

periods from Antiquity to the present day; some are frank fakes, others are more skillfullv

crafted, but the author contribution is that he points us this lugubrious activity.

Conclusion. This section is missing in the book and is written afterwards, in view of the

requirements for a scholarly dissertation thesis. So it is somewhat stitched and contains some

repetitions. The author systematizes the results of his research.

In rny opinion, the main contribution of the work is that Mr. Yanislav Tachev has

traced, documented, and published in the dissertation and the accompanying work 3 I 12 coins

minted in Anchialos starting with the reign of Emperor Hadrian (117-138 AD) and

discontinued under Gordian lll (238-244 AD). He founds and lists 288 obverse dies,915
reverse and 50 mutual ones for that mint coinage. Everyone who is familiar with the

numismatics work understands what a great deal of work is completed. These are not coins

from Tachev collection, as was the case with the Dionysopolis coins or from the museum

were he works, but coins from public and private collections around the country and abroad.



There is a tremendous effort to search Anchialos coins, to find out where they are stored, to

convince people who keep them to provide access for research, and in this specific process are

also required the skills of a diplomat to achieve such complete and positive result. It is only

then that the candidate professional skills are put to work with the coins themselves for

identifying, comparing their dies, and taking their metric features..This is convincing me that

the main scholarly contribution of the proposed dissertation lies within. All other

contributions included in the dissertation abstract are correct but they derive from the main

one. The work has also applied value - the catalog is an excellent reference book for the future

findings of Anchialos coinage.

The author abstract corresponds to the dissertation thesis, which is a personal work of

the candidate for degree and meets the official requirements for award of D,Sc degree.

I do therefore recommend to the Honorable Scholarly Board to award to Mr. Yanislav

Yordanov Tachev the scho/ar/y degree ofD,Sc in the field of higher education 2. Humanities,

professional qualification2.2. History and Archeology (Archeology - Numismatics).

Shumen, July 04,2019 prof. Ivan yordanov "Hr-p


